Bill Slaps Pub. Board

In an attempt to improve the communication between students and the administration, John McNeil, ASU's representative to the Publications Board, introduced a resolution to establish a political affairs committee. The resolution was passed unanimously.

The Publications Board is responsible for the policy of all MSU student publications. The proposed bill was approved by the editor of the State News.

The proposed bill would establish a political affairs committee to address issues of concern to students. The committee would be composed of students and faculty members and would hold meetings regularly.

Prayer and Cooperation Mark Opening Rite of State Con-Con

UAW-CIO Walks Out at Ford

120,000 Idled In First Strike At Plant In 20 Years

DETROIT — The United Auto Workers Union struck the Ford Dearborn Co. Tuesday for the first time since July 1941, when 120,000 hourly production workers went out on strike.

The strike of 120,000 hourly production workers came after 16 days of negotiation of the last collective bargaining agreement on a national scale for the United Auto Workers Union. Ford has been building more Ford products since the last strike than any other manufacturer.

The weather bureau announced the walkout. Actual production is expected to cease after 6 a.m.

The United Auto Workers Union did everything possible to avert the strike. Members related the work stoppage as an attempt to try to work out pressing economic problems.

Pray for Peace of Mind

FREDERICK — The United Auto Workers Union struck the Ford Dearborn Co. Tuesday for the first time since July 1941, when 120,000 hourly production workers went out on strike.

The strike of 120,000 hourly production workers came after 16 days of negotiation of the last collective bargaining agreement on a national scale for the United Auto Workers Union. Ford has been building more Ford products since the last strike than any other manufacturer.

The weather bureau announced the walkout. Actual production is expected to cease after 6 a.m.

The United Auto Workers Union did everything possible to avert the strike. Members related the work stoppage as an attempt to try to work out pressing economic problems.

Rain Threatens For World Series Game

NEW YORK — It's about a week change in the usual pattern of today's opening baseball games of the World Series between the New York Yankees and the Cleveland Indians.

The weather bureau issued a warning Tuesday of rain for the Saturday afternoon game of the World Series.

The weather bureau issued a warning Tuesday of rain for the Saturday afternoon game of the World Series.

The weather bureau issued a warning Tuesday of rain for the Saturday afternoon game of the World Series.

TOPICS AT FORD HOUSE PLANT WALKOUT — In contrast to earlier years when a UAW strike at the Ford Motor Co. produced mass picketing and hundreds of picket signs, this was the scene today at the Rouge plant. Gone is the mass entrance to the plant, a few pickets and a lone security guard after the walkout of 120,000 UAW workers. — AP Photo
You're Going To Have To Be A Big Man Now

New U.S. Policy Needed In Berlin

By RAY PRAET

Present inability of the Western allies to consummate any proposals regarding the future status of Berlin would seem to indicate that a U.S. policy is now needed in Berlin. Administration policy toward the whole GDR situation has been stated as being medicines for the West German Government, which is not the case. This policy has been primarily directed toward the Western powers, and is intended to achieve the reduction of the German states—possibly including Poland, to the former German boundaries. The political and military situation is dire, and it must be recognized that the GDR is no longer a viable portion of the free world. The West will have to adopt a new policy in Berlin which will consist of a comprehensive plan to deal with the GDR situation.
Friday Planned For 1st Pep Rally

Miss Shelly is a bona fide champion and is well known for her efforts at past pep rallies.

The number of ceremonies will be the Chicago South, Chicago Oak Center, and the Chicago Oak Center.

The various ceremonies will be held at various Oak centers.

The rally, which will start at 6:30 in the morning, will be quite exciting and will be attended by the Student Senate, the Student Senate, and the Student Senate.

UAW-CIO Strikes Ford

(continued from page 1)

In an effort to regain the support of the membership, the union has announced that it plans to strike Ford Motor Company's Willow Run plant in Dearborn.

Both the leadership and the membership are determined to fight for their rights and to protect the gains that have been made in the past.

High School Footballers Get Boosted

WASHINGTON—Eleven Chicago high school football players have been commended by the high school association for a year in which they had an outstanding season in their respective schools.

The players have been selected for their work in football and for their contributions to the schools they represent.

The boosters of Ford Motor Company's Willow Run plant in Dearborn, Mich. have announced that they plan to strike if the company does not agree to the demands of the union.
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Stamp Honors Cagers

WASHINGTON—The Ford Motor Company has announced that it plans to strike Ford Motor Company's Willow Run plant in Dearborn, Mich. if the company does not agree to the demands of the union.

The strike is expected to begin on Monday, April 12.

An Informational Meeting will be held in the Student Senate at 3:30 p.m. to discuss the situation.

The Ford Motor Company has announced that it plans to strike Ford Motor Company's Willow Run plant in Dearborn, Mich. if the company does not agree to the demands of the union.

The strike is expected to begin on Monday, April 12.

An Informational Meeting will be held in the Student Senate at 3:30 p.m. to discuss the situation.
Sex Deviation Is Accepted As Proper Screen Topic

Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan  Wednesday Morning, October 4, 1961

Magazine Staff Positions
Several positions are open on the staff of the Spartan Ex- press. If interested, come to room 508 of the Student Services Building in 299 M.A.C. for an application.

ATTENTION RUSHES
The Only Men's House On Sorority Row cordially invites all Rushes to attend Open Rush Smoker Tonight October 4

The Oaks of Theta Delta Chi at 501 M.A.C. Avenue 332-2563

Magazine Staff Positions
Several positions are open on the staff of the Spartan Express. If interested, come to room 508 of the Student Services Building in 299 M.A.C. for an application. Experience is desirable.

HEADQUARTERS for all PHYSICAL EDUCATION SUPPLIES

* Badminton Racket $3.95
  MacGregor, Nylon String
* Shuttlecocks, plastic 49c
* Pennsylvania “Pinkies” 25c
* Handball Gloves $3.29
  Champion, padded gussets
* Handballs, Regulation 85c
  shop Van's tonight ... Open 'til 9

Van Dervoort's
212 E. GRAND RIVER
EAST LANSING
Ph. ED 3-2114

Enjoy Static - Free Radio Reception Guaranteed!
WHEATON STATIC FREE CO. Inc.
Fully Tested & Guaranteed To Remove Static Or Money Back.
Order Today! Prompt Delivery.
SPECIAL AT $2.99 Products Distributing
ED 1-3901
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ATTENTION RUSHES
The Only Men's House On Sorority Row cordially invites all Rushes to attend Open Rush Smoker Tonight October 4

The Oaks of Theta Delta Chi at 501 M.A.C. Avenue 332-2563
U. S. Drafts Doctors, Calls Up Reservists

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon defended today's decision to draft 734 doctors, dentists and veterinarians to lend their expertise to the armed forces, saying that no one would be taken from the reserve unless absolutely necessary.

This special call is necessary to meet the requirements of the war and will not affect the training of medical personnel from the reserve. The last time the Pentagon called reservists was in June when it called for 400 doctors, 350 for the Army and 50 for the Navy.

The Air Force and Navy have not called any medical personnel from the reserve. The last time the Pentagon called reservists was in June when it called for 400 doctors for the Navy and Air Force. It did so because there had not been enough volunteers. That was before the Berlin crisis and before the German buildup, officials said.

Previously, doctors had not been drafted since 1952. It has been on reservists that the military has been able to draw in times of war. Officials said it was time to replace the doctors, dentists and veterinarians who had been drafted.
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Previously, doctors had not been drafted since 1952. It has been on reservists that the military has been able to draw in times of war. Officials said it was time to replace the doctors, dentists and veterinarians who had been drafted.

The Air Force and Navy have not called any medical personnel from the reserve. The last time the Pentagon called reservists was in June when it called for 400 doctors for the Navy and Air Force. It did so because there had not been enough volunteers. That was before the Berlin crisis and before the German buildup, officials said.

Previously, doctors had not been drafted since 1952. It has been on reservists that the military has been able to draw in times of war. Officials said it was time to replace the doctors, dentists and veterinarians who had been drafted.

The Air Force and Navy have not called any medical personnel from the reserve. The last time the Pentagon called reservists was in June when it called for 400 doctors for the Navy and Air Force. It did so because there had not been enough volunteers. That was before the Berlin crisis and before the German buildup, officials said.

Previously, doctors had not been drafted since 1952. It has been on reservists that the military has been able to draw in times of war. Officials said it was time to replace the doctors, dentists and veterinarians who had been drafted.
New York - Yanks' left-handed pitcher of the season, Don Wilson, has been named to the 21st American League All-Star Team. Wilson was chosen over the top Detroit hurler, Hal Newhouser, who was also a first-ballot choice.

Favoring Yanks' Clas
Cincinnati In Series

Michigan State will play ten-game football schedules is 1965 and 1966 which Athletic Director Biggie Munn calls "the finest, I have ever seen and certainly, the strongest in Michigan State's history." "There isn't a dead spot in them. They're loaded with quality opponents certain to attract great fan interest," Munn went on to explain. "They to t have a nice balance between home and away games. We are very fortunate to have come up with such schedules." The schedules, newly approved by the Michigan State athletic council, list ten games as compared to the present nine per season because of recent conference expansion and the regular season changes.

ICE SKATING OPEN TO PUBLIC

STUDENT SPECIAL RATES

Tuesday Through Saturday Evenings 5:00-10:00
Sunday and Saturday Afternoon 3:00-1:00

SKATE RENTALS AVAILABLE
EXPERT SKATE SHARPENING

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ICE ARENA

---

The Shaker Sweater - The Shaker Sweater by Scharlach Yarns is so very quick and easy to knit. It has a soft, pure wool yarn in wonderfully "different" colors that makes these sweaters no more time at all.

See These At:
DOT'S YARN NOOK
805 Maryland Ave.
Between East Grand River and East Saginaw in Lansing

Look Over All Houses During Rush Week and Don't Pass Up
ALPHA-SIGMA PHI E420 EVERGREEN
OPEN RUSH TONIGHT 7-10 p.m.
FOR RIDES CALL ED 2-3555

Knitters
"The Shaker Sweaters" by Scharlach Yarns is so very quick and easy to knit. It has a soft, pure wool yarn in wonderfully "different" colors that makes these sweaters no more time at all.

Michigan State University

---

Favored Yanks Clash With Cincinnati In Series Opener

Wednesday night's game time in Buffalo will be 7:30. The opening series, the annual meeting of the opening two periods, will be played at 8:30.

The weather forecast said it would rain Tuesday and Wednesday morning but it cleared up to partly cloudy conditions by Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday night's game time in Buffalo will be 7:30. The opening series, the annual meeting of the opening two periods, will be played at 8:30.
McGara New Chief

CLEVELAND (AP)—The signing of Bob McGara as manager of the Cleveland Indians was the new dipper in a series of mid-season changes made by the franchise. The Indians finished second in 1960 and are in contention for the pennant this season. When he was handed his new contract, McGara said: "I feel good. I'm looking forward to the challenge and the pressure that comes with the job." McGara is the youngest manager in major league baseball, but the Indians believe he will succeed. McGara, known as "the bobblehead," is a young, tough leader who has a reputation for getting the most out of his players.

CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS

PERSONAL
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WANTED

SERVICE

REAL ESTATE

AUTOMOBILE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

EMPLOYMENT

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

PERSONAL

SOUTH TO ANY ABORT

Fishing from a boat near the Michigan State University campus, a student catches a trout in the Lake. The student,," is a member of the Michigan State University Fishing Club.

Michigan State University FOREIGN語

The student body wanted to be part of the celebration. They wanted to be a part of the fun. They wanted to be a part of the party. They wanted to be a part of the tradition. They wanted to be a part of the legacy. They wanted to be a part of the story. They wanted to be a part of the experience.

On Sports, Etc.
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Fishing from a boat near the Michigan State University campus, a student catches a trout in the Lake. The student, whose name is "The Bobblehead," is a member of the Michigan State University Fishing Club.
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Coeds Urged To Join 1961 Career Carnival

The 1961 Career Carnival, "Opportunity Full On!" will be held Tuesday afternoon, according to Ed Fitzpatrick, Career Carnival advisor and assistant director of the placement bureau. Women students are strongly urged to attend this vocational guidance event, to be held on the second floor of the Union, Monday and Tuesday.

Marshall Field and Co. and the Michigan Education Association, both Michigan and United States Civil Service corporations, and the Michigan Press Association,镅s, banks, department stores, in addition to the public companies will be among the 250 representatives who will converge on campus for the opening.

Making it its MIE appearance, the general, limited to Michigan University women, and of its kind, may serve several terms of uncertainty for attending students who discuss their job interests with those representatives who will converge on campus for the opening.

Displays from the 75 attending.

The five Bangles take in Mime as known as Cappo, Unhag, Mrs. Motron, Motron, and the Bangles Association, Wednesday, Oct. 3, 1961.
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